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Most Parisians Back DeGaulle
For Definite Algerian Stand
By YVES HUETTE
Special to The S.U. Spectator
PARIS,Feb. 11— Most Frenchmenhere disapprove of the in-
surgents in Algeria and of the whole European community in
Algeria who supported them. But those same Frenchmen under-
stand their problems and want to help them.' Frenchmen inParis know that the
insurgents love France and Algeria,
that the Europeans' lives in Al-
geria are unsafe because of terror,
ism. The French in Algeria would
probably not live more than forty-
eight hours if the Front for Nation-
al Liberation (FLN) came into
power. The same might be true if
the Mohammedans took over.
During the first five days of the
Algerian trouble, Parisians were
anxious. Their first reaction was
stupefaction, and then amazement.
Why did not the government order
an attack on theentrenched camp?
As days passed, it became evident
here that De Gaulle had decided
not to give way in the self-deter-
mination issue, but wanted to
settle the situation without any
more blood effusion.
The great difficulty was that the
whole European community in Al-
geria was supporting the insur-
gents. It was necessary to act as
quietly as possible to avoid a gen-
eral insurrection which would have
come up had the entrenchments
been assaulted.
After DeGaulle took a steady
position, soundings showed eighty
per cent trust in him. Presently,
most of Paris is very grateful to
him because the situation was
settled after only one week.
This "bad strike to France" can
help only the FLN. De Gaulle pro-
posedself-determinationunder Uni-
ted Nations control when the situa-
tion is settled. Two refused, the
FLN and the French ultras. Paris-
ians think De Gaulle is right and
that the FLN is not truly represen-




General MASSU, Military Com-
mander of Algeria, is summoned
to Paris to be heard by General
DeGaulle about an interview he
gave (or was supposed to have
given) to a West-Germany news-
paper in which he seemed to be
decided to resist De Gaulle's self-
determination policy in Algeria. No
official comment has been given
about this interview.
Jan.23
DeGaulle calls together MM.
DEBRE (PrimeMinister), DELOUV-
RIER (Government General Dele-
gate in Algeria), GUILLAUMAT
(Minister of Armed Forces), and
General CHALLE. Object: Algerian
Affairs. The policy of self-deter-
FACES ALGERIAN TROUBLE: President Charles De Gaulle of
Franc© wishes tosettle the Algerianaffair without bloodshed.
U.S. ARMY FAVORS
MANDATORY ROTC
Manpower of Navy and Air Force
Could Be on Voluntary Basis;
Army Needs Larger Forces
By JEAN MERLINO
The ROTC is under fire, accord-
ing to the Feb. 8 edition of U.S.
News and World Report. Michigan
State, Wisconsin, California, Ohio
State and other big universities
are agitating against compulsory
military training. Primarily, their
demand is that ROTC be made vol-
untary. On the other hand, Army
officials and at least one land
grant university president strongly
favor compulsory ROTC training.
S.U. Not Affected
This movement will not directly
affect S.U. The colleges involved
are land grant institutions started
under the provisions of the Morrill
Act of 1862. The act provided for
the foundationand maintenance of
colleges "where the leading object
shall be, without excluding other
scientific and classical studies, and
including military tactics, to teach
such branches of learning as are
related to agriculture and the
mechanic arts."
Some groups feel the ROTC pro-
gram could be maintained on a
voluntary basis. The Navy and
Air Force know they can fill their
quota under this system. The
Army feels it could not: First, be-
cause it is the largest branch of
the armed services and has a
greater quota to fill; and secondly,
the Army is committed to a pro-
gram for stockpiling military man-
power.
Today in terms of travel it Is a
small world. The United States
cannot wait until a fire develops;
personnel must remain overseas to
keep watch on all events. In a
sense, the Army work as interna-
tional firemen. This is why the
Army feels it must have a manda-
tory ROTC and draft program for




Father William Dunne Describes
U.S. Private School Education
As 'Truly Big Business'
A transcript of Father Dunne's tal\ is
printed on Page 4.
BY FRAN FARRELL
Private education in the United
;States was described as "big busi-
ness" by Rev. William Dunne, S.J.,
executive secretaryof the National
Catholic Education Association, in
an address to S.U. alumni at the
school's homecoming luncheon.
Father Dunne said there are 260
Catholic colleges and universities,
more than 4,500,000 children in
nearly 8,000 Catholic elementary
schools, and better than 600,000
students in Catholic secondary
schools.
Father reiterated, "This is truly
big business."
Aid Bill Before Congress
The same topic has received its
share of attention in the present
session of Congress.
Senator Wayne Morse (D., Ore.)
proposed an amendment to a bill
which authorized an emergency
two-year program of Federal finan-
cial assistance to public schools.
The amendment added to the
program of grants to public schools
a similar program for private
schools.
"At least 15 per cent of the na-
tions children attending elemen-
tary and secondary schools are
being educated in private schools,"
Senator Morse said.
He wanted an additional 15 per
cent of the amount authorized for
public schools, or $75 million a
year.
"The private schools of the coun-
try are performing a very impor-
tant public function in the educa-
tion field," Morse said. "If anyone
has any doubt about it, imagine
for a moment if we could press a
button now and turn off all the
private schools in America so that
the currents of education they now
make available to the American
taxpayers suddenly ceased."
"Imagine that all going to pri-
vate schools today should appear
tomorrow morning at the doors of
the public schools," the Senator
continued. "Then perhaps the tax-
payers would have a better idea
of the great public contribution
the private schools are making to
the education of our boys and
girls."
French Problem Similar
The school problem in France,
although set in a different cultural
PROGRAM REVISED
IN S. U. THEOLOGY
Historical Approach to Be Tried
For 2 Years With Freshmen;
Only Affects New Students
Excerpts from the new theology pro
gram are printed on Page 2.
By MILT FURNESS
A gradual and trial revision of
the thelogy program has been ap-
proved, Rev. Francis Lindekugel,
S.J., head of the theology depart-
ment, told The Spectator this week.
The change, affecting incoming
freshmen, will start under a pro-
bationary status in fall, 1960.
The major points in the course
change are: A new approach to
the study of the Catholic faith
through an historical method; a
unity and integration in the eight
requiredcourses; and the student's
need for a real knowledge of the
Bible.
Courses Outlined
The new freshman theology
courses to be added during the
academic year 1960-1961 will be
"Judaeo-Christian Origins," a two-
quarter subject. It will replace
"Life of Christ" and "Apologetics"
now taken in the first year.
Subject matter will be the his-
torical, literary and theological
study of the principal books of
the Old Testament in the first
quarter and the four Gospels in
the second quarter.
The following year a two-part
course, "Ancient Christian Writers,"
will be taken by sophomores, re-
placing the present second-year
subjects of "Moral Theology" and
"Marriage Guidance."
The latter subject will continue
to be offered as an elective.
The matter of the new subjects
will be the Acts, missionary and
captivity Epistles of St. Paul, pas-
Rev. Francis Lindekugel
Headof Theology Department
Times Has Century-Long Career
Of Distinguished Reporting Service
By DE DE HOPKINS
The New York Times, the paper
imitated this week by The Specta-
tor, adheres to the same principles
upon which it was founded 109
years ago. The newspaper prints
straight news about important
events all over the world, without
resorting to sensationalism. Since
its founding, The Times has had
a reputation for integrity, honesty,
and serious reporting.
The founders, Henry Raymond
and George Jones, published the
first issue of the New York Daily
Times, on September 18, 1851. Half
of the front page was devoted to
foreign news, a departure from
the usual newspaper style of that
day. Most other papers concen-
trated on local happenings and
"sensational" articles.
About fifty men were required




Tourists at '60 Olympic Ganes
Advised to Clutch Their Lire
and Beware Padded Checks
SPORTS VOCABULARY GIVEN
Art to Be Mixed With Olimpiadi;
Boxers in Marble and Bronze
Among 'Athletic' Treasures
A description of S.U.s Sumrne> Euro'
peart tour is printed on Pag* 7.
By REV. PHILIPLAND,S.f
Special to The S.U. Spectator
ROME, Feb. 11— So you an* com-
ing to Rome for the 1960 Olympic
games? In that case you will need
certain practical information. Most
harrassed Americans want to
know, for instance, how to get
back from taxi-drivers change
from their thousand-lire note.
Where, they ask tearfully, do you
report theft of wallet or hanrttiag?
And how does one evermanage to
make out the waiter's illegible re-
port on the damage done your
pocketbook by the evening's indul-
gence inhis restaurant?
ExperienceIs Teacher
We are in a position from, ade-
quate, if painful, experience to
answer the three questions at once.
Get your change before letting
your thousand-lire note escape
your clutches. Don't bother report-
ing thefts. You will only waste
your precious few days
— trapped in
Rome's omniverous bureaucracy.
As for il conte (the check), you
are up against a craft perfected
1962 CENTURY 21
PLANS REVIEWED
S9 Million Pledged by Congress;
Civic Auditorium Site Chosen,
Satisfied City'sDual Intent
A map of Century 21 Exposition is
printed on Page i.
By CARRIE BERG
"I just thought it was about time
that Seattle did something tor it-
self, and the fair seemed a good
idea." These were the words of
City Councilman Alfred R. Ri>ches-
ter that sparked the proposal of a
multimillio n-dollar enterprise
which promises to bring millions
of visitors to Washington in 1062
—
the Century 21 Exposition.
The fair beginnings date back to
Feb. 7, 1955, when a memorial sug-
gesting a World's Fair was recom-
mended to the City Council by
Rochester. The document was
signed and forwarded to the Legis-
lature in Olympia. A bill was
passedproviding for the creation o£
a seven-member World Fair Com-
mission to make the necessary
study and report back to the L957
Legislature.
Sites Considered
Two sites were considered: the
Civic Auditorium area or First Hill
near St. James Cathedral and Har-
borview County Hospital.
The World Fair Commission
voted unanimously to co-ordinate
the fair program with the city ef-
fort to develop a Civic Center. The
Civic Auditorium area was voted
(Continued on Page 7, Col, 1)
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 1)(Continued on Page 4, Col. 5)
(Continued on Page 3. Col. 3)
(Continued onPage 4. Col. 1) (Continued on Page 7, Col. 4)
"All the News
That's Fit to Print"
School Edition
U.S. WEATHER BUREAU REPORT PORCCAtTI
Cloudy, occasional rain today; showers.
partial clearing tonight. Wtnda to
13-30. Temp, range: 52-38
NEWS INDEX
Pag* Pag«
Book 8 lettert 6




Fashions 8 Theatre _ 8
totals and Hebrews, and a short
surveyof the Apocalypse with spe-
cial emphasis on moral content.
Beginning in fall, 1962, two
courses in "Christian Wisdom," will
be required of juniors. The subject
matter will be essentially the same
as' in the present "Dogmatic The-
ology" courses now taught.
"SacramentalLife"
The new senior theology courses,
beginning in fall, 1963, will be
"Sacramental Life," in two parts,
.replacing the present courses on
the Mass and the Sacraments.
The new classes will treat of the
doctrinal, moral and liturgical as-
pects of the Sacraments and the
four last things.
Father Lindekugel pointed out
that Catholic students will be re-
quired to take two courses in the-
ology each year, in the order pre-
scribed, and none may be taken
concurrently.
Theology requirements for non-
Catholic students remain essen-
tially unchanged.
Year's Preparation
While the proximate preparation
for the new theology curriculum
has been underway since February,
1959, studies have been made of
the historical approach to this
study through articles dating to
1940.
Members of the theology depart-
ment studied the historical ap-
proach method as it is actually
used at Jesuit universities through-
out thecountry. Inlate spring, 1959,
Rev. Webster Patterson, S. J.,
of the theology department was
asked to construct a theology syl-
labus for this school along the
lines of those universities that are
using the historical approach with
success.
In October a majority of the
members of the department voted
in favor of the change. The fol-
lowing month the curriculum com-
mittee of the College of Arts and
Sciences approved recommenda-
tion of the program for the first
two years, beginning in the fall
of 196
The new program was then ex-
amined and approved by S.U.s
Academic Council and Father Pres-
ident and his consultors. Final
approval was given early this year
by Very Rev. Alexander Mc-
Donald, S.J., Provincial of the
Oregon Province.
Excerpts From Theology Department's New Program
Following are excerpts from an
outline of the proposed theiflogy pro-
gram by the Rev. Franctl Lmde-
RUgel, S.J., head of the theology
department:
A. The most basic reason: Our
very real need of an integrated
four-year theology course that
will be more effective than our
present program in the realiza-
tion of the following specific ob-
jectives of college theology:
1. The truths of the Catholic
faith to be demonstrated.
2. An insight into Catholicism
as an organic whole.
3. The personal possession of
the truths of faith.
4. The revealed truths to be
lived.
In the old theology curricu-
lum there does not exist that
unity and integration which
ought to characterize college
thelogy.
The two parts of the new cur-
riculum, the first two years and
the last two years, make one
whole.
In the first two years the stu-
dent sees the basic truths, laws,
and worship of Christianity in
operation during the course of
history as God Himself has re-
vealed them to us in sacred his-
tory, in the Old and New Testa-
ments, read and studied under
the direction of the infallible
teaching Church.
Further Reasons
In the last two years the stu-
dent submits this divine releva-
tion to analysis in order to see
its deeper meaning, its wonder-
ful unity, its relation to other
truths and to daily life.
B. Another very important rea-
son for the new program: The
very real need of a more effec-
tive method of teaching divine
revelation on a college level to
freshmen from Catholic high
schools who have not yet had
sufficient philosophy for the
scholastic approach to theology.
C. A third reason, of equal im-
portance, for the change: The
student's need of a real knowl-
edge of the Bible.
Without a real knowledge of
the Old and New Testament,
the Epistles of St. Paul, without
the knowledge of how to read
them, without an appreciation of
God's written word acquired
through an intelligent reading
and study during college, most
of the Old Testament and the
Epistles will remain for the ma-
jority of our students a closed
book. This unhappy situation, I
am afraid, now exists for most
S.U. graduates who have com-
pleted our present theology pro-
gram.
Marriage Guidance
"We are in favor of retaining
"Marriage Guidance," two or
three sections each quarter ...
but as an elective.
The actual theology of the
course on "Marriage Guidance"
will be given sufficient time and
space in the dogmatic section of
the new syllabus, and in its
proper setting, the Sacraments.
The practical aspects of mar-
riage such as the family budget,
the psychology of the male and
the female, sex hygiene, etc., al-
though most important, have
only an extrinsic relation to the-
ology.
Conclusion
Since all the members of the
department do agree,Iam sure,
on the specific objectives of the-
ology for the Catholic layman:
The truths to be demonstrated;
An insight into Catholicism as
an organic whole;
The personal realization and
possession of the truth;
The presentation of Catholic
doctrine not only as an abstract
truth for the speculative intel-
lect, but also as a good to be
known as good, to be desired,
tobe lived;
The function of theology in a
Catholic liberal arts education;
Since the new four year inte-
grated program, with the histor-
ical Scriptural study of divine
revelation in the first two years
and the logical, scholastic study
of divine revelation in the last
two years, is considered to be,
by the majority of the depart-
ment, a more effective means of
realizing these specific objec-
tives;
Historical Approach Cited
Since so many of our own uni-
versities ...have by experience
found the historical approach, at
least in the first two years, to be
a more effective means of teach-
ing theology to the layman,
Since the proposed program
has been adopted in the School
of Sister Formation with its
courses in the Old and New Tes-
tament, and taught by our own
ing theology to the layman.
Since we do have more than
enough faculty members inter-
ested and eager to teach the his-
torical approach in the first two
years;
Since the one full timemember
who is opposed to the historical
approach in the first two years,
and who has been, for the most
part, teaching dogmatic theology
in the last two years, will be able
to continue his excellent work in
dogmatic theology;
Since the curriculum commit-
tee has approved the program
requested by the theology de-
partment;
We hope and pray that this
four year integrated program of
theology for the Catholic college
student will be acceptedby those
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ON-CAMPUS RETREATS TO OPEN
Fr. Harkins to Conduct Sessions
For Women Students
On-campus retreats, conduct et
by Rev. Vernon Harkins, S.J., wi]
be offered to women student
beginning the weekend of Marci
4-6, with additional retreats sched
uled for the weekends of March 11
13, 25-27, April 1-3, and 8-10, ac
cording to Father Harkins.
Each retreat, beginning Friday
at 8 p.m. and ending Sunday after
noon, will include ten talks, to be
given by Father Harkins, confes
sions and private consultations.
Women students making one o
these campus retreats will be ex
empt from the general school re
treat next year, Father Harkin
stated.
as the most favorable location for
the undertaking.
98 Per Cent in Favor
Community leaders were inter-
viewed across the state and 400
representatives of business, labor,
|government, and education were
polled by mail. All were asked if
they favored the World's Fair pro-
ject. Ninety-eight per cent said
"yes."
History then took its course:
Aug. 1958 — Congress passed a
bill giving official recognition to
Century 21.
Nov. 1958— First old buildings in!
fairgrounds were demolished. ■
June 1959 — Chambers of Com-
merce and other groups in thirty-
thr'ee Washington communities
pledged their support for Century
21.
July 1959— President Eisenhower
issued a proclamationdirecting the
State Department to invite eighty-
four nations to take part in Cen-
tury 21.
Sept. 1959— Congress appropri-
ated $9 million for Century 21, the
largest sum ever authorized by
Congress for an international expo-
sition held in the United States.
Dec. 1959— Bids were called on
the Century 21 Coliseum, first of
the major fair buildings.
Exposition's Purpose
The purpose of the Exposition
is to tell the story of scientific
progress and life for future genera-
tions by demonstrating the ad-
vances of science. The official flag
features Century 21's "man in
space" emblem in blue and gold on
a field of white. The name "Cen-
tury 21" appears in red letters. The
motto is: "Cities are made, not by
condition, but by men."
Money needed to finance prepar-
ations for Century 21, until April
21, 1962, when the gates will open
and the exposition will begin col-
lecting revenue, will be invested
by Seattle business and industrial
firms. Some 225 leading firms are
being asked to buy cash deben-
tures or to lend their credit to Cen-
tury 21 through banks under a pro-
gram worked out with the Seattle
Clearing House Association. Cen-
tury 21 will repay the loans during
the six-month fair with six per
cent interest.
Committee Conflict
A conflict started by the House j
Appropriations Committee is goingI
ON THE MOVE: This drawing indicates the major buildings
already available or proposed for the Century 21Exposition. (1)
Civic Auditorium
—
scheduled to be converted to a concert-conven-
tionhall; Ice Arena
—
sketches have beendrawnfor some remodel"
ing; (2) Little Theater
—
there will be an architect named in the
near future to design the 800-seat multipurpose auditorium; (3)
High SchoolMemorialStadium
—
to beused for entertainmentdur«
ing the fair; (4) NationalGuardArmory
—
willbeused as aWash-
ingtonState industrypavilionafter some remodeling;(5) Century
21 Coliseum
—
construction will start in January; (6) Century
21headquarters buildingat 312 First Avenue North
—
now being
remodeled; (7) Federal Hall of Science
—
the federal government
will nameanarchitect this month for the $5 millionpavilion. The
Boulevards of the World, shown by dotted lines, are street* that
will be lined with shops of all nations.
—
Sketch by Barbara May,
Spectator staff artist.
Ion at the present time. The ques-
tion is whether federal funds
should be used for foreign exhibits
or promotion of foreign participa-
tion. Joseph E. Gandy, Century 21
president, said that it is up to the
federal government to decide
whether foreign exhibits will be
displayed in the federal building.
If the government says no, exhibits
from foreign countries will be set
up in exhibit areas under the con-
trol of Century 21 Corp. Under no
circumstances will foreign partici-
pation be reduced or slowed in
formation.
The important question now is:
"How will Century 21 benefit the
jcity of Seattle?" One benefit will
be to promote growth of the Se-
attle area by bringing people here
who will like what they see and
make their home here permanent-
ly. The Exposition will leave the
city a beautiful and badly needed
Civic Center.
Bound for Success
Century 21 is bound to be a suc-
cess with so many 'fair-minded'
people working toward a common
objective. Itcould give us a good
shove along for the next fifty or
hundred years— toset Seattle apart
as a great city in the eyes of the
world.
MovieandDanceHighlightEvening
The senior and freshman classes
will combine efforts to present a
double feature activity tonight
—
movieplus dance.
The senior class, headed by Jim
Fendrich, will sponsor the movie,
"Ten Thousand Bedrooms," at 7:30
P.M. in Pigott Auditorium.
Admission will be $.35.
'Heart to Heart'
Andy Mirkovich and "The King's
Men" will provide music for the
dance, "Heart to Heart," to begin
at 9 P.M. in the Chieftain lounge,
stated Michael Reynolds, general
co-chairman for the frosh.
A large valentine will cover the
entrance to the Chieftain with in-
side decorations to include a twen-
ty-foot moss-covered grotto and a
small pond.
Admission for the dance alone is
$.75 stag and $1.25 a couple. For
those attending the movie first, the
price of the dance will be $.50 stag
and $1 per couple.
General co-chairmen for the|freshmen are Michael Reynolds ■
and Carrie Fossati; publicity, Tom!
Mulledy and Margaret Raney; dec-
orations, Denny Williams and Lor-





"Can a Catholic be a pacifist
and a conscientious objector? Must
not a Catholic be a pacifist in the
face of modern atomic war?"
These will be topics for discus-
sion at a "soiree" scheduled by
Bordeaux Hall, 17th and Union, for
Sunday from 7 to 9 P.M.
Faculty and students including
Dr. Charles LaCugna, Rev. Engel-
bert Axer, S.J., Rev. Gerard Bussy,
S.J., Don Doub and Al Krebs will
discuss these topics with other in-
terested students.
Information on the items may
be obtained in the November issue
of Alantic Monthly and the Catho-
lic Worker. Further data will be
available at the main entrance of
the Chieftain.
Plans Are Reviewed for 'Century 2V Exposition
S.U. SPECTATOR,FRIDAY,FERUARY I2,I96O
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'Vistllni' is a raiistarad tridamark
"I ChasabraughPond'sInc.
rnination will be maintained.Gen-
eral MASSU is removed, replaced
by General CREPIN.
Jan. 24
In Algeria, general strike and
crowd manifestation to protest
against General MASSU's removal
and policy of self-determination.
The crowd is directed by MM.
LAGAILLARDE, ORTIZ and MAR-
TEL supported by the ardem "Uni-
tes Territoriales" (UT), civilians
who serve a few days each month
as police-aids. Presently, it is im-
possible to know who shot first:
police forces, demonstrators, or agi-
tators. Balance of that demonstra-
tion: 26 killed, 136 wounded, barri-
cades all around university.
Jan.25
Stupefaction in metropolitan
France and confused situation in
Algeria. The government does not
want to hasten things. M. DEBRE
starts for Algeria to get informa-




Strike still going on. M. DEBRE,
back from Algeria. "Nothing can
be done before public order is re-
stored." Insurgents are still en-
trenched in the university, sur-
rounded by parachutists and le-
gionnaires. The Army is perplexed
about the behavior to follow.
Jan.27
Quasi-unanimous support of the
Nationexpressed to de Gaulle, who
wants to settle this affair without
bloodshed.
Jan. 28
General CHALLE and M. DE-
LOUVRIER settle their headquar-
ters outside Algeria.
Jan. 29
Steady and pathetic speech from
de GAULLE: "Self-determinationis
the only possible issue." To the
French people in Algeria: "When
you rise against the Nation, you
can be sure to lose." To the Army:
"No soldier may be associatedwith
the insurrection, even passively.
Orders will be given."
Jan.30
After DeGAULLE's speech, the
Army reacts. The insurgents' en-
trenched area is very strictly lock-
ed up and surrounded with barbed
wire. Two solutions are suggested
to the insurgents:
1. Get out unarmed and go
home.
2. Surrender with their arms
and enlist in regular army
to fight against FLN.
Some of them give way and go
back home. General CREPIN orders
cessation of the strike.
Jan.31
Anxiousness and defection in the
entrenched camp of the insurgents.
Feb.1
In Fiance, a one-hour general
strike to protest against the insur-
gents of Algeria is observed quite
unanimously. At noon, in the en-
trenched camp, the French flag is
hauled down, the insurgents sur-
render, get out, and are picked up
by trucks to be carried to train-
ing camps, except M. LAGAIL-
LARDE who is taken to a Paris
prison. MM. ORTIZ and MARTEL
took flight and are looked for.
There has been no shot, no blood-
shed.
background, is also a problem of
"big business."
Twenty per cent of French stu-
dents attend private schoors.
Schools were becoming more
crowded and in 1957 a teacher in
a Parisian Catholic school made
only 28,000 francs (about $60) a
month.
Provincial France, dominantly
Catholic, was faced with desper-
ately crowded Catholic schools.
Giving state aid to private schools
was brought up for a vote in the
National Assembly last month and
the bill was passed 427-71. Many
said it waspassed due to the dom-
inant Catholic right wing of the
Assembly and the pressure of Cath-
olic Charles de Gaulle.
With the passing of this bill,
French church schools received$60million, another indication of the
"big business" private education is
today.
ASSU FILINGS OPEN
Filing for ASSU and AWS offices,
preliminary to the primary election
March 3, opens Thursday. Applica-
tions may be obtained in the ASSU
office, according to Larry Donohue,
ASSU vice president, and Richard
Quinn, elections board chairman.
Transcript of Fr.William Dunne'sSpeech onEducation
On an occasion such as this,
there is a great temptation to
reminisce. However, in resisting
this temptation, Iam reflecting
on the past enough to say that
reminiscences are for those who
share them- and beyond this,
they are sheer boredom. Iwould
like to say this morning a few
words on the changed and
changing role of the alumni in
relation to their alma mater.
The American public has for-
tunately accepted the fact that
higher education in this country
is a big and important business.
It is a pity that we have to be
frightened into this acceptance.
Iam not so sure thatour citizens
fully realize that this is also a
very complicated business.
Three weeks ago in Boston, on
the occasion of the annual meet-
ing of the Association of Ameri-
can Colleges, there was held a
preliminary conference by the
presidents erf our Jesuit colleges
and universities. Twenty-six of
the twenty-eight presidents were
in attendance. As I, an invited
guest, looked around the table,
I noted that there were present
six presidents representing uni-
versities whose annual operating
budget is between $10 million
and $11 million.
Jesuit Colleges Build
A report was made in which
we were informed that these
twenty-eight Jesuit colleges and
universities had under construc-
tion or in the planning stage, 106
buildings to cost an estimated
$160 million. This is big business.
(I will not dwell on the fact that
there are only twenty-eight Jes-
uit schools of 260 Catholic col-
leges and universities in this
country, nor will Isay too much
about elementary and secondary
schools except that there are
more than 4,500,000 children in
nearly 8,000 Catholic elementary
schools, and better than 600,000
in our Catholic secondary
schools.) This is truly big busi-
ness.
However, let us come to the
more important element in high-
er education which is that it is
a complicated business. Basic-
ally, what makes higher educa-
tion so complicated is that it is
the only business in which the
product is sold below cost. A
conservative estimate is that the
national average of educating a
student in college is $2,500 a
year. Can you imagine General
Motors staying in business for
any length of time
— marketing
a car that costs $2,500 to pro-
duce and then selling it for $800,
or even$1,500?
"The American Plan"
The real serious problem we
face in higher education today
is to maintain what Ichoose to
call "The American Plan." By
this Imean some balance be-
tween public and private so that
we may preserve both. The bal-
ance of which Ispeak need not
be a perfect equation. Rather,
it is the expectancy that both
will survive. Iwould not, for
example,advocate what the Har-
vard economist, Seymore Harris,
has stated, that we should
charge all students, both public
and private, the total cost of his
education. This would end a na-
tional part of our American plan.
Yet it is equally important in
the American plan to preserve
for all students the freedom to
choose what education they
want, without being penalized
for their choice, should it be in
private education.
Twenty years ago, the span or
difference between tuition in a
public and privatecollege or uni-
versity was about $200. Today
the difference nationally is
$1,000. In other words, in this
inflationary period, private insti-
tutions of higher learning have
been forced to increase their tui-
tion to this very dangerous point.
Certainly our tax-supportedinsti-
tutions have not been immune to
inflation. The difference there-
fore is that the taxpayer picks
up the tab.
Enrollments Down
What has this done to our tra-
ditional balance? Well, for one
thing, for the first time in our
history, in 1952, fifty-one per
cent of college and university
enrollment was in tax-supported
institutions. By 1957, this ratio
had reached fifty-eight per cent
and Idaresay that now, three
years later, it is more than sixty
per cent. If this trend continues,
and tuition in institutions like-
wise continues to increase, it is
not too illogical to say that pri-
vate education in this country is
on its way out. When and if this
should everhappen, then private
industry will be next. At this
point, we have lost the cold war
and without a missile being
dropped or a shot fired, Mr.
Khrushchev or his successor can
make his winter home in Wash-
ington.
Ladies and gentlemen, I
started out by saying Iwould
say a few words about the
changed and changing role of
alumni in higher education. Ac-
tually, Ihave already said it if
you will read between the lines.
This changed and changing role
of the alumni simply means that
you are vital for our very exist-
ence. We depend upon you and
the peopleof this wonderful city;
the people of our United States
who have confidence and faith
in preserving- our kind of educa-
tion. It means that you as alum-
ni must be informed about our
plans and ourobjectives, and you
must be so well informed that it
will generate an enthusiasm to
communicate this information to
others. There is no reason why
Seattle University and all our
Catholic colleges and universities
should not achieve and even ex-
pect success in the annual alum-
ni giving fund. If a Princeton
can attain seventy-six per cent
participation and a Dartmouth
seventy - three or seventy - four
per cent, why can't we? Yet this





urable kind of thing that we
hope for from you, is found in
these three men we are honor-
ing today, and it is this: an un-
reserved confidence and faith in
the future of their college. It is
the self-sacrifice coming from a
spirit of generosity that has al-
ways been ready to serve their
alma-mater in any and every
waypossible. They have keptin-
formed and they have never hes-
itated when their advice has
been sought to give freely of
their talent in sound, and wise
counsel. In them, we find the
ideal; the verybest we can hope
for in our alumni.
You know, Henry, George, and
Howard, I believe Ihave found
the secret of our long and cher-
ished friendship. There never
was a teacher-student relation-
ship between us.
We were partners in learning
and that is something that lasts
for life. Thank you.
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The Young Democrats' state con-
vention will be in Seattle Feb. 12,
13, and 14 at the New Washington
Hotel. It will begin at 7 P.M. Fri-
day, but the actual call to order
will beSaturday at 9 A.M.
Governor Williams from Michi-
gan will be guest speaker at a
banquet Saturday at 7 P.M.
S.U. committees and delegates
to the convention are as follows:
Credentials committee, Ken Para-
dis and Dave Irwin; rules commit-
tee, Mike Donohue; constitutional
revision, Judy Wayerski; national
Y.D. relations, Stan Stricherz and
Bert McCormick; administration
and program development, Merna
Earley, Mike Bruhn, headed by
Lynn Fairman, King County Repre-
sentative; platform committee,
Phil McLean, Pete Olwell and Al
Krebs.
The Young Democrats have also
begun publication of a newspaper
entitled the "Discriminator." Their
first edition will be out today.
PERSHIM6 RIFLES MEET TUES.
Pershing Rifles will meet Tues-
day,7 P.M., in the ROTC classroom,
according to Dave Irwin.
The meeting is for all active
members and pledges. Attendance
is compulsory. If unable to attend









Easy to Find — Just Across the Street!
FACULTY and STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1000 E. Madison EA 4-4112
GIL'S HAMBURGERS
1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers
24c Cheeseburgers
BEVERAGES - PIZZA - FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe
Kentucky Fried Chicken
AWS QUALIFICATIONS CHANGE
Qualifications for AWS secretary
and treasurer have been changed
so that freshman women who have
completed not less than 15 quarter
hours at time of filing may run
for these offices, Walli Zimmerman,
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WILL WE RUN OUT OF COLLEGE TEACHERS?
Possibly not. Chances are, there will always be tionfor the Advancement of Teaching, "Thisgreat
someone around to fill classroom vacancies. But, flood of youngsters will be taught-taught wellor
unless drastic improvements are made in faculty badly. And the demand for teachers will somehow
salary scales, quality is bound to drop. be at least partly met-if not with well-prepared
How can it be otherwise? teachersuthen^ith. nLT, .. (<w , . nor teachers then with inferior ones.As one young Ph.D. sums it up, "We want to .
teach and we want to do basic research. But indus- Not a very rosy picture, is it?
tryoffersus twice thesalary wecan get as teachers. As a nation whosedestiny depends on the maxi-
We talk it over with our wives, butit'spretty hard mum development of our human resources, we
to turn down $10,000 to work for less than half mustput a stop to thisnonsense. You can andmust
that amount." help. Support the college of your choice so that it
Would vou9 can Pay fair' comPetitive salaries to its teachers.„,,',,,., , Then encourage talented young people to pursueSmall wonder then that more and more quah- teaching cai.eers. The rewards willbe greater thanfied teachers, dedicated but discouraged, are leav- ,.°,
ing the campus each year for better paying jobs in youl
business and industry. And, in the face of this
alarming trend, college applications are expected If you want to know more about what o,
to double within ten years. »"« collegecrisis mf°" s
* y"<" [̂° r :Kz"'a""■OUCATI°*
, , , , „ a free booklet to: HIGHER EDUCATION, "s^^m^^TkJust where will Ihe teachers come from? Box 3o< Times square station, New York
According to a report of the Carnegie Founda- 36, New York. «"*
"
»«"«»«
Sponsoredas a public service,incooperation with the Council for Financial Aid to Education, by
f^kh The Ballard Company-^M^f? Plumbing Contractors for The Pigott Bldg.**csi**
The S.A.spectator
Economy Stable
From all indications, 1959 was another
BOOMyear for American business.
The gross national product was up $39.3
billionmaking a total of $480 billion.Net pro-
fits of U.S. industry totaled$24 billion, for an
increaseof $5.1billion.Retail sales climbedto
$21€.8 billion for a 10% increase over 1958
and, followingsuit, consumer credit managed
to reach arecord$49.9 billion.
Now, that doesn't sound too bad, does it?
One might look at these figures and ask him-
self why there can be any commotion about
the state of U.S. business. Considering the
steel strike, these figures seem to indicate a
sound American economy.
Of course, there is always the other side
of any coin.
Some peoplemight consider this interest-
ing:The United States has now run a deficit
in jis balance of foreign payments in both
1958 and 1959 of $3.4 and $4 billion respec-
tively. The U.S. gold stock lost $2.3 billion in
1958 and $1billionin1959.
U.S. exports still exceedimports. What has
caused the deficit is foreign aid (which is
slightly on the decrease) and capital-invest-
ment programs overseas by private business
(■whichareon the increase).
Why do some U.S. businessmen feel they
can do better outside the boundaries of the
good old U.S.A.? This is nothing to worry
about, is it? A little diversification never hurt
anyone especially in an economy as strongas
ours.
As wasstated above U.S. exports still out-
weigh imports, but not in all fields. Foreign
steel imports have risen 330% in the last two
years, against a 68% drop insteel exports.Of
course, there was a slight difference of opin-
ion between steel producers and their respec-
tive unionsduring this period, which undoubt-
edly accounts for this change. Now that this
difference has been settled, we shouldn't have
any more such worries— How long is that
contract?
One other observation could be of some
interest. U.S. exports to Argentina weredown
30% last year. This, in itself, doesn't indicate
a great deal except that during this same
periodGerman, Austrian, Belgian,British and
Japanese exports to Argentina were up as-
TmKh as 130%.
■Concerning the present U.S. economic pic-
ture, British economist Graham Hutton has
this to say: "If you don't stabilize your wage
costs you will lose exportorders, lose goldand
get unemployment. It is as simple as that."
This is one man's opinion,but then who is
"he?— probably some Englishman who never
even crossed the Irish Sea. So don't let the
situation be one of great concern. Old Uncle
'has come throughin the past, hasn't he... ?
Backyard Trouble
In1823, President James Monroe officially
declared that any attempt on the part of the
European nations to extend their political
system to any portion of the western hemi-
sphere would be regarded as a threat to the
saiety and peace of the entire Americas.
This edict served notice to the world that
colonizing would no longer be tolerated in
North or South America. The United States
continued to reassert the Monroe Doctrine for
two hundred years in order to prevent foreign
encroachment upon our continents.
A menace has arisen in our ownbackyard
to endanger the security of the Pan American
countries. The 'Trojan Horse' in our midst is
nowmanned withCubans; theRussians lieout-
side the gates, waiting to be let in so theymay
sack the empire.
Fidel Castro, the self-styled SimonBolivar
of theCaribbean, is establishing a dictatorship.
This Havana prototype of George Orwell's
"Big Brother" vehemently denies any affilia-
tionwith the Communists, but his actionsbelie
his protestations. The Communists have infil-
trated the government, industry, army, agri-
culture, education, press, and most other
phases ofCuban life.
The Castro government is swiftly eliminat-
ing private enterprise in order to centralize
power and control.
The state has siezed United States' invest-
ments and holdings amounting to one billion
dollars. Private property has been confiscated
so peasants can work on co-operative farms
modeled on the state farms of Soviet Russia.
The LaborMinister hasabsolute power to take
over any industries or business enterprises
where labor disputes suggest the need.
Thus, on the pretext of "grave labor
trouble," industries and business have been
takenover for state operation.
Castro has established a reign based on
hate and fear. The dictator has commanded
his people to spy on one another, especially
the dwindlingclass of land owners, the busi-
nessmen,andthe affluent.Barbers,beauticians,
clerks, cab drivers, bartenders, and waiters
watch and wait for their customers to reveal
"counter-revolutionary"sympathies.
Theinformeror chivato (Cuban for "bleed-
ing goat") must report any suspicious person
to the secret police which is controlled by
Raul Castro, a notorious Communist. This
"protective agency" consists of young men in
their late teens or early twenties who hold
their jobs because they helped Castro over-
throwBatista. As one resident said: "We are
in the hands of a bunch of dead-end kids."
The most alarming news concerning the
Communist strength in Cuba is that Castro
is seeking a trade and aid pact with Soviet
Russia. A technological exchange program
between the two countries has alreadybegun.
Will Russia be content merely to subsidize
Cuba's agrarian and industrial reforms? Is it
not a fact that an economic alliance with the
Soviet Union is the first step to subjugation?
Nasser can well attest to the sabotage, in-
trigue and cabals of the Communist agents
whoaccompanied the Russian technicians, in-
dustrialadvisors, andmilitaryexpertsin their
program to develop Egypt a few years ago.
If Cuba should become aRussian satellite,
what would the United States do? Would we
still maintain the non-intervention policy of
the present Republicanadministrationif Rus-
sian missiles stood poised on launching pads
ninety miles from our shores? At what stage
of the Cuban crisis should the United States
invoke the Monroe Doctrine inorder to avert
the Communist threat?
MY STAR
Light of my pilgrim-heart,
Gleam, Star, gleam true;
White love, a world apart,
Guide me to you.
Lamp of my Master's home,
Glow strong, glow sweet;
Candle across the foam,
Burn till we meet.
Torch lit on Heaven's strand,
Flame, Star, flame clear;
Light me to where you stand,
Mother, my dear.
Fr. William Prasch, S.J.
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me" look, presents, congratula-
tions and parties. They're all
part of the graduation hum-drum
as June approaches on any col-
lege campus.
It's a real adjustment for a
student to whip from the meet-
ing-plagued, study -timed col-
lege life to the life of a husband
or wife, to the role of a business
manor career woman. It's trying
to face the "outside" with the
same gaiety, the same "gift for
campus gab" that you've been
pouring forth for the past four
years.
Moms and Dads take
Parents a part in this Gradua-
Take tion too. They may not
Part walk down the aisle,
but they may proudly
adjust the cap of ason or daugh-
ter, smile from the auditorium
and proudly nudge relatives and
friends when the "about-to-be-
graduated" offspring paces slow-
ly by. They have that long-
awaited chance for a paternal
or maternal chat with the grad
about his or her chances for the
future.
It's then the folks look back
down the years. They remember
leading you by the hand down
the walk that first day of kin-
dergarten or grade school. They
think back with pride on the
first May Basket or sloppily but
lovingly scrawled Valentine you
brought home from the first
grade: "To Mom and Dad, Your
Sun."
Then came high school, change
of wardrobe, that awkward
"Mom, I'd rather quit school"
attitude, the first girlfriend or
beau, fights for the family car,
and "Well, what time do you
want me home tonight?" fights.
At that point, they wondered if
you ever would >be what the
newspapers and magazines were
calling "college material."
Dad might even once have
said, "And that's part of the
youth that will some day guide
our nation, humm?"
"College entrance exams went
great, Mom," she can remember
you writing. Then came first
quarter grade reports and Mom
patiently wondered just what
those prediction tests amounted
to.
Four years flew by to
Years Mom and Dad. They
Flew scraped by financially
By all right, giving up that
new car until the sibling
had finished his education.
But they saw you working too,
on scholarship maybe, or with a
part-time job they knew you
weren't too enthusiastic about.




slightly turned down at the cor-
ners. They knew you'd been
burning late night oil ... and
not just for yourself, but so
someday they could be sitting
right where they are today ...
among that select group of
beaming parents, listening to the
graduation march.
Granted . .. long haul Mom





Last week, in the midst of an
only too familiar conflict pitting
Frenchman against Frenchmen,
General Charles de Gaulle ap-
peared on 'Television Francais'
with a message for France: "I, in
the name of France, have taken
this decision: The Algerians shall
have the free choice of their des-
tiny."
In this speech, de Gaulle trumped
his earlier decision in the Assembly
which called for Algerian self-de-
termination. He asked for the ces-
sation of an insurrection in the




bid to keep Algeria a part of
France.
The irony in the political situa-
tion is this: The same elements
who revolted in 1958 with army
support and brought de Gaulle to
power with his Fifth Republic now
have unsuccessfully attempted to
bring about the general's fall.
Paradox in France
This time the army failed to re-
spond to their effort, indicating
that the power of the Paris govern-
ment is considerably stronger than
its predecessor. Thus the paradox
in France of one general dis-
ciplining those who brought him to
Paris to control a new goverment
and a troubled nation.
In the history of France we see
strong leaders coming to power
through the will of the people and
not the army. De Gaulle, amilitary
figure is fighting an old battle to
keep civilian control overthe army.
At the same time he will keep con-
trol over his civilian government,
as exemplified by a serious cabi-
net shake-up ousting rightwing
pro-Algerian members.
As an outcome, de Gaulle re-
mains in power, but not so un-
questionably as in 1958, and, he
shall carry forward his version of
a peace in Algeria by granting de-
grees of local autonomy for four
years after a peace and then in-
dependence.
Model U.N.
This current incident in foreign
affairs is one of many being dis-
cussed by S.U.s Model United Na-
tions Club, bound for Berkeley in
April to represent Libya, of the
Afro-Asian neutrals, in the Model
U.N. Assembly at the University
of California.
ONLY 'RED' STUDIES OPEN
East Germans May Go to U's
Only in Communist Countries
SPECIALTO THE S. U. SPECTATOR
BERLIN, Feb. 10 — The govern-
ment bureau of university educa-
tion in East Berlin announced that
students living in the German
Democratic Republic (communist
dominated East Germany) will get
permission to go abroad for their
studies only if they choose univer-
sities in communist countries.
Studies at "western" universities
are impossible, the announcement
adds.
Letters to The Spectator
Tribune Staff
Congratulated
Imitation Issue Merits Praise
From Chicago Tribune
TO THE EDITOROF THE S.U. SPECTATOR:
Congratulations to the students
who put out the issues of The
Spectator in imitation of The Tri-
bune's makeup. Ifound an admir-
able likeness to our page one
makeup with the flag, the car-
toon, and the eight column and
secondary lines.
Inside, the editorial page and
the Today With Women features
also carried out the Tribune format
as well as In the Wake of the
News in Sports.
There is one more feature that
I would have used. To me the
weather table is an outstanding
identification feature of the Tri-
bune's page one.




Assistant to the Editor
Letter from Harmon
Swingshift Education at S.U.
Aids Seattle Area
TO THE EDITOR OF S.U. SPECTATOR:
Thank you for spotlighting the
night owls in today's edition. As
Mr. Sylvester's excellent article in-
dicated, swing-shift education is
an important contribution by Se-




to edit the four-pagepaper. Today,
the staff numbers more than 5,000,
including special correspondents
overseas. The early paper served
all of New York and its 500,000 peo-
ple. Today it serves the city and
8,000,000 inhabitants.
In 1896, Adolph S. Ochs, of Chat-
tanooga Term., the new editor, in-
cluded this credo in his first issue:... "to give the news impartially,
without fear or favor, regardless of
party, sect or interest involved."
The Times of today would hardly
be recognized by its first pub-
lishers. New features have been
introduced. Among them are the
standard Book Review and Maga-
zine sections. The paper prints
speeches, documents, and import-
ant commentationsin full text and
has become known as "the news-
paper of records."
Readers have been introduced to
stories of advances in science, ex-
ploration and aviation. The Times
better news coverage earned the
newspaper the slogan "All the
News That's Fit to Print."
Mr. Ochs was publisher until
1935. He built the paper to its
present position of eminence. When
he died, The Times ranked among
the greatest newspapers in the
world.
over centuries of hosting strangers.
The trick, successfully practicedby
allbut novice waiters, is to present
(elegantly folded in a fresh nap-
kin) a bill which, while giving
every appearance of honesty, man-
ages to conceal in artful scribble a
fish entry you neither requested
nor received, and jacked-up prices
on still other items. These trifling
tributes are exacted from you on
the assumption that "all Ameri-
cans arerich."
Vocabulary IsProblem
Another problem you will meet
is vocabulary. And on that, too, we
are prepared to offer some small
assistance. Is basketball your
sport? Then inquire for the pales-
tra di pallacanestro. But your de-
votees of what Americans choose
to call 'football' must be warned
away from the gate marked calcio.
For calcio is football, surprisingly
.enough, played with the feet.
Boxe. needless to point out, is
what pugilisti do. Ciclismo you
can translate for yourselves. But a
-warning. Bicycle racing is in Italy,
not just an interest, but the na-
tional passion. So don't expect to
find any available seats. You bob-
bisti (that's right! bob-sledders)
will find it interesting that Italy
expects a gold medal in the bob a
due (two mansled event).
Racing Aplenty
Of racing (gara) there'll beplen-
ty. But rowing enthusiasts must
make the 20 kilometer jaunt to
Lake Albano (wherePope John has
his summer residence of Gastel
Gondolfo) to see the various gara
dicanattagio.
But enough of vocabulary hints.
Let me move on to art and the
Olympics.
It will surprise some SPEC-New
York Times readers that art gets
mixed up with the Oltmpiadi. If
so, it is because you have forgot-
ten the history of the first Olym-
pic games played in ancient Pelo-
ponneseus. And furthermore you
don't know Italy. The Greeks of
dimly remembered Elis ran off
■their pentatholons, dekatholons
and marathons to the accompani-
ment of poetry recitation. And
Italy, host to the 1960 Olympadi,
is not going to be outdone by a
bunch of old Greeks.
Not Italy of the thousand art
museums. What Rome plans for
you is a comprehensive display of
all sports down through the ages.
In sculptured marble you will see
boxers and wrestlers, javeline and
discus throwers. There to delight
your eye will be weightlifters in
Parian marble, and gladiators and
charioteers of purest Cararra.
Rome IsPrepared
And, if that isn't enough to con-
vince you that Rome is up to its
ears in preparation for you, men-
tion ought finally to be made of
the fever of building going on. An
Olympic village adequate for 5,000
participants is in its final stages.
Handsome new sports pavilions,
daring in design, will delight your
eye. Rome's presently absurd little
stretch of subway will have been
lengthened out a bit by July to
reach the new jet airfield. From
there it will whisk you directly to
Mussolini's truly magnificent ex-
positiongrounds.
All over town, signs warn of
building in progress. Rough streets
are getting a recobbling. New un-
derpasses will whisk foreign pe-
destrians down out of the street.
Anyone caught afoot on street sur-
face is still considered fair game
by speeding motorists. Rome may
even manage by opening date to
bring some measureof reason into
its fantastic traffic mess. But don't
count on that. Nobody here does.
SODALITY TO BEGIN SEMINAR
The S.U. Sodality's Intellectual
ApostolateCommittee is beginning
a series of seminar discussions on
Cardinal John Henry Newmans
Ideaof a University.
The group, headed by Don Doub,
will meet once a week on Thurs-
days at 3 P.M. in the Sodality
office.
FIRESIDE SET FOR PROVIDENCE
The S.U. Nurses' Club, in cooper-
ation with Providence Nursing stu-
dents, will sponsor a Fireside
Wednesday at 7:30 P.M. in the
Providence Nurses Home, accord-
ing to Rosie Belmont, president.
All Nursing students are invited
to attend.
Pictures Scheduled
All S.U. student nurses are asked
to meet at 7 P.M. that evening in
the Chieftain Lounge for annual
pictures. Dress for the pictures
will be skirts and sweaters.
Father Axer, Cazzetta to Conduct
Nine-Country,51-Day Europe Tour
Plans for the S.U. European Tour
were announced this week by Rev.
E. M. Axer, S.J.
The tour, starting June 18 and
ending in early August, will visit
nine countries in a total of fifty-
one days. Five hours of college
credit may be earned by qualified
tour members, subject to university
regulations.
Highlights of the tour, led by
Father Axer and Vince Cazzetta,
S.U. basketball coach, will be vis-
its to the Oberammergau Passion
Play and the Shakespeare Memor-
ial Theatre.
The Summer Olympic games in
Rome and the Eucharistic Congress
in Munich are not among the
scheduled visits on the tour. Mem-
bers interested in visiting the Con-
gress may do so and return to the
tour in Spain .Those wishing to
stay for the Olympics in Septem-
ber may leave the tour and return
to Seattle later.
Rev.Philip Land's advice to sum-
mer visitors, given on page one of
this issue, is applicable to visitors
in Rome, and would pertain to
members of this tour.
The $1,568.50 price for the tour
includes transportation, via Pan-
American jet clipper, hotel costs,
meals, tips, special city taxes,
sight-seeing expenses and insur-
ance.
Leaflets with a complete outline
of the tour and sights to be visited
will be available in The Spectator,





With Virus Pneumonia at 26
Floyd Henry Jonak, S. U. indus-
trial relations major, died at 8:30
A.M., Feb. 4, at the home of his
parents inFerndale, Wash., ofvirus
pneumonia. He was 26 years old.
Jonak was born in Olean, New
York, and attended high school
there. He served in the U. S. Navy
at an eastcoast station. He moved
to Ferndale with his parents and
attended Western Washington Col-
lege of Education for two years be-
fore enrolling at S. U. in Septem-
ber, 1957.
Floyd Jonak was treasurer of the
S. U. Vets Club and was immedi-
ately responsible for acquiring 105
new members this fall, making it
possible for the club to stay in
existence, reported Bob Anderson,
Vets Club member.
Jonak worked part-time with
Consolidated Freight Ways this
year. He was previously employed
by The Seattle Times and also in
the Chieftain cafeteria.
He was to be graduated at the
end of this quarter and married
this summer to Nancy Kelly, for-
mer S.U. student from Butte, Mont.
Floyd lived at Regis Hall for part
of his stay at S. U. "He was a hard
worker, he put his heart into every-
thing he did," stated one resident.
"Floyd," thought a friend of his,
"was humble, considerate, ambi-
tious, with an outstanding charac-
ter, and willing to help anyone."
"He enjoyed football and basket-
ball and was probably the only
West Coast rooter for the St. Bona-
venture Bonnies of New York,"
stated another resident.
Jonak's greatest outside interest
was photography.
A requiem High Mass was cele-
brated in the Transfigur ation
Church and he was buried in St.
Bonaventure Cemetery, both in
Olean, N. Y. A requiem Mass was
said for Jonak at noon Wednesday
in the Chieftain lounge.
Jonak is survived by his parents,
'
two brothers in Ferndale, and a,
brother and sister in Olean.
Sophomore Dance
Slated for Feb. 19
The Sophomore class will pre-
sent a mixer Feb. 19, in the Chief-
tain lounge, carrying out a Wash-
ington's Birthday theme.
The dance will followe the Gems
of Light Opera presentation,stated
Tom Kearns, general chairman.
Co-chairmen under Kearns are:
publicity, Kathy Brindle and Mike
Fischer; decorations, Pat Monahan
and Mary Lou Kubick; tickets,
Mike Flynn and Jerry Flynn. ,





How much to you spend weekly?
On what do you spend it? How
much money do you have in the
bank?
These were questions asked
twenty-eight S.U. students, picked
at random, to obtain a general
idea of how the average student
spends his money.
Survey Revealing
The survey revealed the average
female student spends $5.95 week-
ly, as compared to $16.13 weekly
for the men oncampus.
Food is the big item on the
women's budget, with al the girls
interviewed indicating that at
least 75% of their money is paid
out for lunches and between-meals
snacks.
Cigarettes seem to be another
large item of feminine expendi-
ture. Laundry, gifts, stamps and
other odds and ends round out
women's spendings.
The male student spends his
$16.13 weekly average with the
majority being use for weekend
entertainment. Money spent for
lunches, snacks and cigarettes
seems parallel to the amount spent
by women.
Bonk Accounts
How much do S.U. students have
in the bank? After many "Hums
and Ho's," "oh you don't want to
know that" type remarks, we
found that the average female's
bank account averages $299.97,
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First in Seattle...the Amazing PERMAC
Dry CleaningMachine
MASTER CLEANERS
KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY
Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty











310 Marion MA 3-3500
c "Valentines— the
I most complete selection
F on the hill"
T _=__^=
m lAfll CAkS'C 1219 MADISON5 WILdUIN D Near Campus & Marycrest
{For Your Convenience, We Gift Wrap and Mail Gifts
To make the military ball
an event she'll always remember,
~j£)?\ "start with a fine corsage.
W^ *!&1\U"""\ PLENTY OF PARKING Behind Broadway Mkt.%22L BroadwaV Centralm$SS^ Florist
Free 4-5 Broadway N.
l"H Delivery EA 4-3600
CLASSIFIED
DANCE to the music of Ronny
Pierce Orchestra. "You name it,
we've got it." EM 2-7139 or EM
3-6600.
MUSIC for your dance. Call Sere-
naders. Don Keeney. EA 5-2433.
MERCER Island, secluded one-bed-
room cottage. Appliances, some
furniture. $60 per mo. AD 2-0634.
WANTED. Service Projects. Any
club, student, or faculty member
who needs any assistance
— call
on A Phi O. Contact through
ASSU or mail room.
ANYONE having Guide for History
251 to sell second hand: Contact
Dr. Downey, History Dept.
M West's Empire State Bldg.
|1 138.000 NEW YORKH TIMES READERS HAVE!!!
If i lr:-:* 5:30
°
I■l ! 11| Da;|y
Masculine Fashion For Spring
■ food fashions family furnishings
—
THE CONTINENTAL look
is "suited" for spring fashions
in mien's wear, and the pin-
striped continental is "it" for
this year. The manon campus
look is completed with apen-
cil-slim tie and tapered Ital-
ian slices. The casual touch
in formal wear is the two-
fold vest, one matching the
suit, the other side a pastel.
Men Sport
Casualness
Men on S.U.s campus are be-
coming more and more fashion-
conscious . . . and the women
like tne change as we" as any"
Continental slacks with good-
looking paisley print shirts are
signs of smart grooming, and the
boys are starting to look for the
"individual approach" as much
Plaid light wools for Spring
are starling to appear on campii
i"<>. Eric Zink, a freshman from
New York, wearshis black, olive
an(l maroon continental slacks
with drab olive sports coats or
plain sports shirts. The effect isv
*"■"'"* "^ir%ohn ButIlak has ft good.looking collec.
tion ol pull.Overs and sweater
vests thatdress up his ivy league
slacks and straight-cut shirts.
The bright colors add up to the
"clean-cut" look on a grey Feb-
ruary campus.
STRAWS ARE COMING in
this spring again with the
casual crown, the slim band
and the short, stiff brim.
Snap-on bands to match the
su'* or sPorts jacket are still
strong in fashion news from
IVY LEAGIJE sPorts *"*"
et« ««" h«»d thelr °wn a«ainst
continenta, aml wear>
mainly the shetland
checks and "mellow" plaids
continue to be smart eye-
catchers. Cuffless, slim
- tai-
lored slacks with tight-fitting
waists complete the picture.





Only a handful of directors
practice film-making as an art.
Included in this select minority
are Russia's Sergei Eisenstein,
Italy's Vittorio De Sica and Ro-
berto Rosselini, England's Carol
Reed, Fiance's Jean Cocteau and
Jean Renoir, and Sweden's Ing-
mar Bergman.
The characteristics thatset this
distinguished group apart from
their Hollywood contemporaries
are many, but to isolate three:
These directors treat themes
which are provocative and intel-
lectually stimulating. Their cam-
era technique lifts the camera
from the position of a purely
mechanical instrument — one
which must reproduce what is
placed before its lens for the
advancement of a plot, and
which denies the would-be artist
the opportunity to express him-
self— to the position of a sensi-
tive means for the communica-
tion of ideas through images.
Lastly, these directors cast gen-
uine actors in the stellar roles,
rather than matinee idols.
The reasons for all of these
considerations is the Seattle
showing of Ingmar Bergman's
"The Magician." All the Bergman
traits are in sight
— the good as
well as the bad.
The plot, as in most Bergman
films, is more episodic than cau-
sal. The story deals with the ad-
ventures of a travelling band of
magicians detained as frauds in
a small town on the Swedish
border. The film explores their
relationships with members of
the household where they are
being held.
In these shifting relationships,
Bergman brings in his favorite
themes of death, doubt, and
love, salted with what Shakes-
peare describedas the things of
heaven and earth that are not
dreamt of in our philosophy. The
philosophy at issue in the film
holds that the human mind can
explain all things through the
scientific method. By the time
the film is over, the non-scien-
tific, the occult, and the irra-
tional have very definitely tri-
umphed over the logical, the
scientific, and the rational.
Bergman's virtues are once
again revealed. He commands
brilliant performances from his
cast. The images on the screen
have the ability to haunt one
like a musical theme. The film
bewitches and tantalizes.
But, just as Bergman's virtues
are in evidence, so are his de-
fects. Loose ends of the plot are
left hither and yon. There are
inconsistencies in the plot and
the characters. His procedure is
too overtly mystifying. His
themes and ideas appear and
disappear like vapors.
In short, Bergman emerges in
this film as somewhat of a
magician himself. His sleight of
hand is excellent; he is hyp-
notic, and there is a touch of
power in the man, as well as
a touch of sham.
Books of The Spectator
By CAROL COLLINS
THE FALL* is amajor work of
fiction by the man who. in the
opinion of many, was Europe's
greatest writer. His unfortunate
and untimely death has given
added weight to this opinion.
The author chose subject mat-
ter worthy of his distinguished
talents: The conscience of mod-
ern man in the face of evil. In
form and style it is masterful;
the narration is rich, acrid, bril-
liant with aphorism and paradox.
The Modern Man
In a shady bar in Amsterdam,
Jean-Baptiste Clamence is in-
dulging in a calculated confes-
sion. He recalls his life as a re-
spected Parisian lawyer, a plead-
er of noble causes, secure in his
self-esteem, privately a libertine,
yet apparently immune to judg-
ment — the portrait of modern
man. The irony of the recital
predicts the downfall. Inescap-
able, it comes in the narrator's
intense discovery, in the space
of one terrible instant, that no
man is innocent and no man
may, therefore, judge others
from the standpoint of right-
eousness.
The Looking-Glass
It is possible to indentify the
central character with Camus.
The narrator, himself, is self-
centered, dishonest, cowardly,
hypocritical and vain, and'^ias
assumed the task of proving -.to
all other men that they are no
different from him.
Albert Camus has in "The Fall"
created a magnificent work, su-
perbly translated by Justin O'-
Brien, who has secured for its
author a place as a moralist as
well as a great writer of our
times.
*THE FALL. By Albert Camus.
Translated by Justin O'Brien. M7
pages. Alfred A. Knopf.
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Seattle University announces its 1960 European tour! The
tour will leave Seattle on June 18, 1960, via Pan American
Jet Clipper over the Pole for London. Fifty-one days will
be spent abroad visiting nine countries.
Highlights of the tour will be:
OberammergauPassion Play in Germany
Shakespeare Memorial Theater in England
Open Air Opera in Rome
Tour leaders will be Reverend E. M. Axer and Mr. Vincent C.
Cazzetta. For leaflets and further details inquire at
the Alumni Office or the athletic department,or phone
the Mary North Travel Service at WE 5-7900.
College credits (five hours) can be obtained through the
Seattle University Late Afternoon and Evening Classes' office.
Sincerely,
Mary North Travel Service
"Gems of Light Opera"
Feb. 19-20 8:15 p.m.
Students FREE Both Nights
Public $1.00 Pigott Aud.
SELECTIONS:
Sigmund Romberg, Brigadoon, Sound of Music
and Music Man
nZEISTEIE
The "Roundest" Meals in Town




they can't be beat
232 Broadway Call EA 5-2111 for 5 mm. Carryout
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AMERICA
The National Catholic Weekly
ilew Vlorh of L^atholic periodicals
SPECIAL STUDENT RATE:17 weeks for $1.75
-
Order cards available at Spectator Office,
Registrar's Office and Broadway Bookstore




The S.U. Chieftains, after com-
pleting a successful five
-game
home stand, take to the road to
meet Idaho and Gonzaga.
Tonight the Chiefs tangle
with the Vandals in Moscow, Ida-
ho. In their previous meeting, S.U.
pulled out a cliff hanger to win in
overtime. Other local games in-
clude impressive wins over Mon-
tana State College, Creighton and
St. Mary's. The Chiefs then dropped
a squeaker to nationally-ranked
Bradley University.
Don Ogoiek will be leading the
Chiefs with his 20-point-per-game
average.It was recently announced
that Ogorek will play in the North-
South game in Memphis, Term.,
March 21.
The squad has been running
through its regular drills with an
emphasis on fast-break sessions.
The last regular practice will be
before the Chiefs leave Thursday
Chiefs' Defense
Defense poses somewhat of a
problem for the Chieftains. Idaho,
led by Joe King, has a more bal-
anced squad than Gonzaga. If the
defense is centered around King,
other members of the squad are
capable of scoring. In the case of
Gonzaga, "Fabulous" Frank Bur-
gess is the one-man show for the
Zags. Without Burgess, Gonzaga's
attack would be lessened consid-
erably.
King, who is top man for the
Vandals, scored 17 points in an
earlier game this season.Idaho has
a 9-10 record on the season.
Burgess Top Man
Burgess looms as apossible thorn
Ithe side of the S.U.
defense,
is currently the fourth leading
>rer in the nation. The junior;
jnom hits shots effectively and|
it. The Bradley Braves took j
asure of Gonzaga two weeks
j, but not Burgess
— he scored
The road series combo will most
ely go with Ogorek at center
and Dave Mills at forward, then
either Tim Cousins or Jim Coleman
at other forward position and Dan|
Stautz and Don Piasecki at guard.
Piasecki, however, has been
bothered by a bad toe. Tommy
Shaules has been effective in a
reserverole.
After the Gonzaga fray, the
Chiefs will have an eight-day rest.
They will play Portland University
Feb. 24 at Civic Auditorium.
Here are the latest varsity sta-
tistics:
Trees, Htuos Edis Collide
Today for IntramuralTitle
New Yorker Sets New
Intramural Record
With hi Points
Steve Wandzilak, five foot nine
inch freshman from New York City,
Tuesday tied the all time indi-
vidual scoring record of 41 points
set by Bill Brupbacher in 1959. He
scored the first ten points for the
Xavier team and then went on to
lead them to an 81-27 conquest
over L.M.O.C. The 81 points is a
record also.
In Monday's game A.R.C. IV was
paced by John Rogers as they
rolled overL.M.O.C, 52-35.
In Tuesday's second game, Cali-
fornia plus won a hard fought
game from the Goinkers, 45-39.
The high scorers were Gary Schatz,
20, Val Skalabrim, 17, and Ed Ca-
valier, 16.
Championship Game
The championship game will be
today at 12:30 p.m. There is no ad-
mission charge for this contest. The
two teams battling for the title
will be the Htuos Edis and the
Trees. Stalwart for the Htuos Edis
will be Frank Michaels who has
maintainedan average of thirteen
points per gameall year.
John Hoffman has piloted the
Trees through two years of intra-
mural basketballand has lost only
one game. Last week the Blue
Banjo edged them on a last second
score. Jim Merrill is coach of the
HtuosEdis.
Tournament Scheduled
Starting next week a fifteen day
tournament will begin. There will
be thirteen teams participating.
There is expected to be a lot of
spirit shown by individuals since
all-star selections will be chosen
primarily from the tournament
showings.
Jim Merrill
Hiyu's Hike to Lake Serene Sat.;
Picnic Dinner Will Follow Trek
Hiyu Coulee will sponsor a hike
to Lake Serene near Stevens Pass,
according to Rev. Francis Logan,
S.J., faculty moderator.
The group of hikers will meet at
the north end of the Liberal Arts
Building at 8:30 A.M. on Saturday.
Those who wish to go on the
hike are requested to bring a
lunch, heavy shoes, warm clothes,
and $1 for transportation.
After the hike, there will be a
"Tom Morris" dinner in the Chief-
tain Banquet room free of charge
to hikers. Those unable to hike
Saturday may attend the dinner
for a nominal fee. There will be
nominations of officers for next
year, and hike movies after the
meeting.
Feb. 28, the Hiyu's will have




gms fg fta ftm pf tp avg
)gorek 16 122 120 85 61 329 20.6
dills 17 100 101 63 38 263 15.5
ihaules 17 62 43 32 49 156 9.2
Cousins 17 56 37 26 54 138 8.1
'laseckl 17 44 29 19 36 107 6.3
:oleman 12 41 17 4 32 86 7.2
itautz 17 29 20 12 16 70 4.1
-yler 11 18 8 3 17 39 3.5
itepan 13 13 20 13 9 39 3.0
llrtles 11 10 10 6 6 18 1.6
>ickinson 7 3 2 1 4 7 1.0
tlseland 7 1 2 2 5 4 .54
■nl; 17 532 422 290 363 1354
upimtwe ir^Z
J
Financial planning have you
hanging by a string?
A life insurance program started
while you're still in college is a
good way to begin. And now is
the time to look into it— while you
are Insurable and can gain by
lowerpremiums.
Your Provident Mutual campus
representativeis well qualified to
discuss with you a variety of
plans which can be tailored to
your individualneeds.
MIKE BUCKLEY








"Half block south of Sick's Stadium"
DICK'S DRIVE-IN
INSTANT SERVICE Hamburgers 19c
Cheeseburgers 24c
LOADS OF PARKING ..Town.$ Besr FrJes llc
Hand Dipped Malts 21c
A Cold Drinks (12 ox.) 10c
~~£J±\ '.A Sundaes 19c
On Broadway Between Denny and Olive Way
On East 45th at Ist N.E. (University Way)
mJfPOftC&npUSmsUmCv^_y/ (Authorof"IWas a Teen-ageDwarf"',"The Many
Loves of Dnbie Gillis",etc.)
THREE WHO PASSED INTHE NIGHT
Lastyear,as everyoneknows,1,210,614 undergraduatesdropped
out of college. 256,080 flunked; 309,656 gotmarried; 375,621
ran out of money; and 309,254 found jobs, As you have, of
course, observed, this accounts for only 1,210,611 out of
1,210,614. What happened to the other three? .
Well sir, to find the answer,Irecently completeda tour of
American campuses whereIinterviewed40 million students
and sold several subscriptions to The Open Roadfor Boys, and
it pleases me to report thatIcan nowaccount for those three
elusive undergraduates.
The first was anLSU junior named Fred Gaugin. He was
extremely popular, always ready with a smile, fond of folk
dancing and pralines, and last semester his Chi Psi brothers
unanimouslyelected him treasurerofthefraternity.Thisproved
an error. Gaugin, alas, promptly absconded with the money
and went to Tahiti to paint. The fraternity is bendingevery
effort toextraditeGaugin,butTahiti,alas, iscurrently observ-
ing the feast of Dipthong,the Sun-God,a five-yearceremony
during whichall theislanderswearmasks, so nobody,alas, can
say forcertain which oneisGaugin.
isfo<fycdiitty\ptcertein^Hihi?cti(jMLtf,
Thesecondmissingundergraduate isWilliamCullenSigafoos,
Oregon State freshman, who went one day last fall to a dis-
reputable vendor named A. M. Sashweight to buy a pack of
Marlboros. Mr. Sashweight did not have any Marlboros be-
cause Marlboros areonlysoldby reputablevendors. However,
he told Sigafoos that he had another brand which was just as
good,and Sigafoos, beingbut an innocent freshman, believed
him.
Well sir, you andIknow there is no otherbrand as goodas
Marlboros. That fine filter, that flavorful flavor, that pleasure,
that joy,thatfulfillment— areMarlboro'sandMarlboro'salone.
All of this was quickly apparent to young Sigafoos and he
flew into a terrible rage. "As good as Marlboros indeed!" he
shrieked, kicking his roommate furiously. "Iam going right
back to thatmendaciousMr.Sashweightand givehimathrash-
inghe won'tsoonforgetI" With thathe seizedhis lacrossebat
and rushed out.
Mr.Sashweightheardhimcomingand started running. Now
Mr.Sashweight,before he becameadisreputable vendor, had
taken numerousprizes asacross-countryrunner,andhethought
he would soon outdistance young Sigafoos. But he reckoned
without Sigafoos's stick-to-itiveness. At last report the two
of them had passed Cleveland. When they reach the Atlantic
Seaboard,badMr.Sashweightwillgethis lumps fromSigafoos,
youmay be sure,and I, for one,am glad.
The third missing undergraduate,also named Sigafoos, is a
Benningtonsophomorenamed CelesteSigafoos and, ironically,
sheneverintended to leavecollegeatall. She wasmerely going
home for Christmas on the Natchez, Mobile, and Boise Rail-
road, and duringthe night,alas,herupperberth slammedshut
onher. Being aBenningtongirl, shenaturallydid not wish to
make an unseemly outcry, so she just kept silent. The next
morning, alas, the railroad went bankrupt, and Miss Sigafoos
today is lying forgotten on a siding near Valparaiso,Indiana.
Fortunatelyshe has plenty of Marlboros withher.
© UtfO MisKlmlmin* * ♥
And how about the rest of you? Do you have plenty of
Marlboros? Or if you like mildness but you don't like
filters,plenty of PhilipMorrises? Hmm? Do you?





A bang-up Northwest Inter-Colle-
giate Yacht Racing Association race
is in the making with sixteen first-
rate Penguin class sailboats slated
for competition Feb. 20-21. on Un-
ion Bay in Seattle. The eleventh,
annual event sponsored by the Uni-
versity of Washington could well
be the best to date. Close compe.
tition contests are slated not only
between rival schools but between
individual boats as well.
The boats will be at the start-
ing line at noon off the University
boat house, with eight races to
follow. Four Seattle University en-
tries will be present and an equal
number from Puget Sound. Four
Canadian boats from the Univer-
sity of British Columbia will also
compete.
S.U. Contender
All eyes will be on the boat-
for-boat battles— foremost among
them, the classic assault on the
U of W to capture the Northwest
Championship Trophy. For many
years, contests between the "big
schools," U of W and U.8.C., and
the "small schools," S. U. and
U.P.S., have been the highlight in
the bay region.
Of the ten events in the past,
the U of W has won nine and
sole contender for the or.c other
first place was S.U., who captured
the trophy in 1955.
The U of W, always considered
the strongest of the colleges rac-
ing in the Northwest, has shown
signs of weakening her hold on
this position. The club is seeking
to rejuvenate speed and smooth-
ness into their racing and may
come back strongly this month.
Sponsor Needed
S.U. has been plagued with a
variety of troubles. The Sailing
Club is unable to find a sponsor
that could help provide sailing
craft. Many of the kinks have
been ironed out,however, through
the efforts of an enthusiastic mem-
bership and a capable committee.
After taking third place at Van-
couver, British Columbia, .last
month, S.U. is confident of hoMing
at least that position next we£k.
The winner of the championship
will be in a position to compete
with other U.S. champions. The top
representative of the United States
will then attempt to return the
international trophy, held by Great
Britain, to home waters.
S. U. SAILING CLUB members Jerry Evans and PatNewcomer prepare for the Northwest Inter-
Collegiate Penguin Class Regatta Feb. 20-21, on Union Bay in Seattle.
IGP's Tied With
Elbow Benders
The Elbow Benders took four in-
tramural bowling games by forfeit
yesterday to move into a first
place tie with the I. G. P.'s in
league standings, 20-4.
«The Holy Rollers split their se-s to remain in third place whiled Sac's, Toulouse's Terrors, the
Playboy's and the 4 F'ers are all
tied for fourth place with a 13-11
mark.
Bob Cairns rolled the high game
and high series with 210 and 557.
The high team game was turned
in by the Petite Fleurs with 791.
Tournament Team
Roll off's for the Northwest In-
tercollegiate tournament at the U.
of W. are near completion. Mark
Hanses, Ray Sandegren, Dino Fav-
ro, John Larkin and Jim Brule com-
prise five of the six member team.
Andy Mirkovich and Sandy Stur-
rock are battling for the sixth po-
sition. The tourney will take place
sometime during the spring quar-
ter.
The men's top individual aver-
age holders are: Hanses, 183; San-
degren, 177; Favro, 176; Sturrock,
176; and Rev. William Weller, S.J.,
175.
"The leading women keglers are:jrilyn Englund, 163; Grace Or-ard, 149; Dorthy Suter, 125; Bar-
bara Larson, 122; Diane Fossetti,
Miles Again Paces
Papoose Conquest
The high scoring Papooses did it
again last Monday, beating Grays
Harbor College 97-94, at Grays
Harbor. The Paps were led by the
phenomenal Eddie Miles who
boosted his season scoring overall
to 26.78 by pouring through 38
points. He is presently leading the
Northwest League with a 28.11
points per game average.
The Papooses pushed to a 53-41
half-time lead, then coasted home
for a victory. Miles had ample help
from Harvey Kresky andJohn Tres-
vant who tallied 15 and 13, respec-
tively.
S.U. SPECTATOR,FRIDAY,FERUARY12,1960 11
gms fg ltd (tin pf tp nvg
Miles 18 176 127 m 44 -182 26.7
Plunkett 18 2.'! 27 20 40 180 10.0
Dunslon 18 67 46 22 54 158 8.7
Kivsky 18 54 54 41 44 174 9.6
Dynes" 14 36 33 17 18 91 6.5
Traivant . ..19 27 41 27 38 94 7.8
KavanouKh ....IB 28 27 16 25 72 4.8 ■
Preston 12 17 29 15 16 59 4.9.
Fitterer 13 13 27 18 11 44 3.6-
D'Amlco 9 10 1 3 14 23 2.5
Drayton 12 6 8 8 9 20 1.6
Arruberg 8 5 8 5 3 17 2.1
Amundson 7 4 3 15 9 1.2
Keneira 5 0 4 1 4 1 .2
Smith :t 0 1 0 0 0 .0
Hotlct 5 0 0 0 2 0 .0
Totals 17 516 438 289 327 1321
"♥
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men on the move «
m take the right steps to
# launch their engineering career
CONVAIR-POMONA...in Southern California f
offers NEW PROGRAMS with excellent opportunities today for Engineers. Wjk
Convair-Pomona, created the Army's newest weapon, REDEYE, Shoulder Fired
MISSILE anddeveloped the Navy's ADVANCEDTERRIER and TARTARMISSILES
and many other, still highly classified programs. I
Positions are open for Bachelors,Masters and Doctorate candidates in the fields
of Electronics, Aeronautics, Mechanics and Physics. J
mADVANCEMENT opportunities are provided for the competent engineer as rapidly - s
as his capabilities will permit in currently expanding programs. MI
PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT- CONVAIR POMONA S facility is of modern tie- fif
sign and completely air-conditioned. You will work with men who have pioneered *^
the missile industry and are nowengaged in some of the most advancedprograms 4ss&fF^
in existence.
ADVANCED EDUCATION— Tuition refund is provided for graduate work in the field * }Jk* 9
of your specialty. Company sponsored in-plant training courses offer the Engineer raMs,.*'
the finest of educational opportunities. ■ üBSr
CALIFORNIA LIVING
—
Suburban Pomona offers lower living costs and moderate j/ff
priced property, unexcelled recreational facilities, freedom from rush hour traffic JBm
and the ultimate in comfort andgracious living. U^Fy
Contact your placement office immediately CONVAIR/POMONA
to assure yourself of a campus interview with r*«.«»»«l» niiiUl^. «*r. . o rroDMADv iC,I Lonva r D v s on otConvair-Pomona. FEBRUARY 15th,
If personal interview is not possible send GENERAL IT N#VllflI <5
resume and grade transcript to B. L. Dixon, f^ C~iI?f*f^ IT ATIIfftM
Engineering Personnel Administrator, Dept.
*"W"" W"**'■*»■»
cn-439, Pomona, California. Pomona, California
J^ UNIVERSITY OF
|Pmm!rl| HAWAll
O TOURS n ,960 SU|viME R SESSION
C^id.howard^x 58 DAYS $rAA n>l\^-^ TOUR PRICE-ONLY j/H'' 0
THE ORIGINAL COLLEGE TOUR TO HAWAII
Price includes steamship travel to Hawaii, return to West Coast via
scheduled airlines, living accommodations, and all major sightseeing
drives on Oahu — Circle Island, Mt. Tantalus, Koko Head, Pearl Harbor,
and City Tour, It also includes an extensive beach program — a cata-
maran cruise, outriggercanoe rides, glass bottom boat excursions,and
a visit to the aquarium. Social events highlight the tour. These include
introduction parties where new friends are met, welcome dinner and
floor show at Hawaiian Village Tapa Room, fashion show dinner a*
Reef Hotel, a special "Night in Japan" party, formal dinner dance and
floor show atRoyal Hawaiian Hotel, and farewell "luau" native feast
at Queen's Surf — to all which events military officers and college men
are invited. Beach dressing rooms and lockers are provided, major
movies weekly, tips, transfers, and many other extras are otso covered
by tour price. Roundtrip steamship travel is available at adjusted
tour rates.
HOWARD TOURS taTnlvfatlh
1. WILCOX HALL, CAMPUS RESIDENCE: rhii is Hawaii;original
college tour. It is an educational-social program requiring University
of Hawaii summer session enrollment. For college girls only. Tour price
as indicated above.
2. APARTMENT RESIDENCE AT WAIKIKI: R..id.n» i. in beach hotel
apartments ol Waikiki. Includes complete hotel service, plus kitchen
facilities, daily maid service, etc. University enrollment is optional.
Separate tour units for college girls, young school teachers, and other





Chorale's 'Gems of Light Opera
To Feature Broadway Hits
By JAN KELLY
Selections from current Broadway
Shows will highlight 1960's Gems
of Light Opera, to be presentedby
the S U. Music Department Feb. 19
and 20 at 8:15 P.M. in Pigott
Auditorium.
Students will be admitted free
■with student body cards on both
Friday and Saturday nights. Regu-
lar admission price is $1.
The S.U. Chorale, under the di-
rection of Carl Pitzer, will start
the show with a medley of tunes
from "The Music Man," featuring
a solo, "Til There Was You," by
Tom Hill.
Offer Homberg Melodies
Next will be a series of favorite
Sigmund Romberg melodies.
"Sweethearts" from "Maytime will
be performed by Carol Cherberg
and John Conger. Soloists of "The
Desert Song" and "The Student
Prince" include Milford MeClellon,
Brenda Pesola, Dean Zahren, Lor-
raine Nelson and John Hill.
After selections from "Viennese
lights" and "My Maryland," the
chorale will conclude the first part
of the programwith a "New Moon"
medley.
Lerner-Loewe Shows Begin
The second half of the program
will first feature two popular Ler-
ner-Loewe shows, "Brigadoon," and
"Gigi." "Brigadoon" soloists in-
clude Nanci Cook, John HiUI_Car-
lysle Dehner, Anne Gaffney, Tom
Hill, Brenda Pesola and Carl Fors-
berg. Janet Gwinn will sing "Say a
Prayer For Me Tonight" from
"Gigi."
The Double Quartet will present
four melodies from the new Rodg-
ers and Hammerstein show, "The
Sound of Music."
The program will close with
popular tunes from "My Fair
Lady," featuring Margot Cooper
singing "Wouldn't It Be Loverly."
SCHMITZ SETS MOVIE RULES
According to a recent announce-
ment from Chuck Schmitz, ASSU
second vice-president, all clubs
sponsoring movies must clear the
length of the programthrough Leo
McGavick, projectionist, two weeks
prior to the scheduled showing.
All school-night movies must be
over by 10:15 P.M. Any violation
of this policy will result in the can-
cellation of the sponsoring club's
future activities, Schmitz stated.
TOWN GIRLS SCHEDULE MEET
Town Girls will meet in the
Chieftain lounge Tuesday,7:30 P.M.
All girls interested in participat-
ing in Song Fest are invited to at-
tend.
TABLOID 'DAILY NEWS' NEXT
The Spectator will continue
"Project Imitation" next Friday
with its version of New York s
Daily News. The tabloid morning
paper has the largest circulation
of any United States paper, some-
what over two million copies a
day. It is noted for sensationalism
and pictures.
WOMEN IN JOURNALISM
Eleanor Bell, the Seattle P.-I.'s
front page by-liner will talk on
"Women in Journalism" at _(.JU
PM Tuesday in Room 453, Pigott
Bide She is the sixth speaker in
the Newspaper Today lecture se-
ries Her talk is open to the public.
Rev. O'Brien Speaks At
Assembly; ASSU To
Laud U.W. Grids
Rev. Thomas O'Brien, S.J., will
be guest speaker at a student body
assembly Wednesday, at 9:45 P.M.
in the gym, stated Sam Brown,
ASSU president.
The ASSU will present a special
award to the University of Wash-
ington in recognition of their out-
standing achievement in athletics
this fall. Bob Schloredt, All-Ameri-
can quarterback from the U of W
and Don McKeta, All-Conference
winner, will be present at the as-
sembly, according to Chuck
Schmitz, second ASSU Vice-Presi-
dent.
Students receiving a 4.0 average
for fall quarterwill be presentand
receive recognition.
SODALITY TO ELECT OFFICERS
Sophomore & Junior Nominated
For Sodality Prefect Office
Elections of Sodality officers will
be next week in the Sodality office
by secret ballot. All Sodality mem-
bers with dues paid are entitled to
vote.
Candidates for Prefect are Jerry
Hubbard, junior language major,
and Terry Murphy, sophomore
mechanical engineering major.
Other candidates include— vice
prefect: Tom Hemmen, sophomore;
Terry Murphy, sophomore; Joan
Burke, junior; MikeToutonghi, jun-
ior; Secretary: Margot Cooper,
junior; Sue Heckard, sophomore;
Fran Shanley, sophomore; Treas-
urer: Mary Anne Hoare, sopho-





Establishment of major depart-
ments in journalism and political
science at S.U. were recently an-'
nounced by Rev. John E. Gurr, S.J.,
academic vice president.
The new programs mean that
students will now be able to earn
a bachelor of arts degree in these
fields.
Rev. Francis J. Greene, S.J., as-
sistant professor of journalism, will
head the journalism department.
Rev. Frank Costello, S.J., assistant
professor of political science, has
been named head of the political
science department.
The two new majors give S.U.
a total of twenty-one major de-




SEATTLE'S ORIGINAL RELAXED HYSTERIA NIGHTLY
SKID-ROAD JAZZ
the most informal atmosphere in town
Pete's Poop -Deck 77 Main St.
IFREE PEN! FOR EVERY ORDER|S $1.97 ■
S □ TIME (27 wki)7'/iC copy " 3.87 ■
S □ TIME (1 yr) 7c a copy .1.50 S' □ NEWSWEEK |17 wki| 9c a copy " 350
—
S Q NEWSWEEK (1 yr) 6c a copy -......."
'
2.67 ■S D US NEWS & WORLD REPORT (26 wk«| lie a copy 7SO S
S □ FORTUNE (1 yr) 62c a copy
~,91 g" □ LIFE |21 wki) 9c a copy 400 5—
G LIFE (' V'l 7'/'c ° '"M 2.00 "S D LOOK (8 moi) 13c o copy - 390 S"








S □ THE NEW YORKER (B moi) 9c a copy " 250 5■ n ATLANTIC MONTHLY (8 moi) 31c a copy M
-
3 HARPER'S MONTHLY (1 yr) 25c a copy 400 IS n SATURDAY REVIEW (1 yr) 8c a copy 327 ■S □ THE REPORTER (10 mol| 33c a copy 600 g■ D SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN (1 yr| 50c a copy 350
—
■ Q HOLIDAY (9 moi) 39c a copy ,'50 -B n SPORTS ILLUSTRATED (17 wki| 9c a copy .' g
B a SPORTS ILLUSTRATED |1 yr) 7c a copy .
—
■ □ PLAYBOY (1 yr) 40c a copy IQO
—
3 ESQUIRE (8 moi) 28e a copy 400
—
B D TRUE (1 yr) 34c a copy 7 50 mmB D MADEMOISELLE (1 yr) 2U a copy 3M
—
!Q HARPER'S BAZAAR (1 yr) 25c a copy 2so
—
1 Q GLAMOUR (1 yr|2lcacopy 500 ■B □ VOGUE (1 yr) 25c a copy ,',s.
1REDBOOK (9 moi) 25c a copy ,■-- g— H LADIES1 HOME JOURNAL (9 moi) 28c a copy '-".
S Q HOUSE S GARDEN (1 yr) 25c a copy *■?! iS O McCALLS (9 moi) 25c a copy
"
5
;STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE. 2133CS Norwood St.. LA. 7,Calif. S
5 Enclosed find $ for the abovemarked magazines. Send to;
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DUAL FILTER DOES IT!
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Filters as no single filter can
for mild, full flavor! msss*
I*WS>^'.\.—.-.1*WS>^'.\.— .-. . ,~"".^ Safe Sj^»! ,*jM«^»iDsk. /
Here's how the Dua|Filter doesit: 1\ 2\
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...defi-
nitelyproved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth...
2. withan efficient pure white outer filter. Together theybring you the
real thing in mildnessand fine tobaccotaste!
NEW m .
